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n 13th December, Lee Kam Primary School had a 

school carnival. LKPS had a school carnival 

because the teachers wanted the students to 

have fun! 

 On that day, students from Lee Kam, two 

secondary schools and one kindergarten, teachers and 

VIPs attended. Prefects, scouts and the road safety 

patrol were on duty to greet visitors and give out 

tickets. Mr. Ng, the class teacher from 5C, said, “There 

were a lot of people, and it was very lively. Many 

people actively participated in the carnival.” 

 There were game booths where people could 

play games and get stamps to get prizes. There were 

games such as Be Polite, Be Loving, Take a Shot and 

Let’s Be Nice. There was a food stall too, where people 

could buy food and drinks. They could buy chicken 

wings, fish balls, siu mai, noodles, udon and Vita 

drinks. 

 There were also some performances such as 

piano, harp, hip-hop dance and sword-fencing. These 

performances took place on the stage on the ground 

floor. The performances were amazing, and many 

people enjoyed watching them. Teri Kwan from 4C 

said, “I liked this carnival very much. I had a piano 

performance. I had fun at the carnival because I could 

play different kinds of games.”   

 Everybody is looking forward to next year’s 

school carnival. They hope it will be even more 

exciting than this year’s!  

O 

By Nicole Lai (6B) and Helen Chin (4B) 

  

n December, there were many Christmas 

activities at Lee Kam Primary School. There 

were Christmas parties, a hip-hop dance 

competition, a drama and games. 

 The students learned hip-hop dance in their PE 

lessons. The students performed at the hip-hop 

dance competition. Classes 1E, 2E, 3E and 4E won 

this competition.  

 They also had a drama show. It was called The 

Most Important Gift in Finland. They watched it in the 

hall. The drama group put on the show. Joyce Law 

from 4B said, “I thought the show was great. I enjoyed 

it very much.” 

 The students had a Christmas party too. Each 

class had a party in their classroom. The teachers 

and the students brought food. They ate many 

different foods, 

such as curry fish 

balls, salad and 

sushi. They were 

delicious. Then, 

they played 

games. The games 

helped to teach 

the students about team work. 

 After the Christmas activities, the students went 

on Christmas holiday. Many pupils travelled to other 

places to enjoy their holiday. The students had a 

happy Christmas. 

Christmas at LKPS 
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Spectacular Carnival 
By Lorayne Lee (4B), Mavis Ma (5A) and 

Kename Chan (5C) 

VIPs in front of the game stall 

3B enjoys their Christmas party 
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Meaningful Drama Performance 

By Cherry Sin (5D) and Shiny Lau (5A) 

  

rom 19th December to 20th December, 2014, all 

P.5 students from Lee Kam Primary School 

went to Guangzhou by bus. It took them three 

hours to get there.  

 First, they went to Ramble Art Centre. Mrs. 

Ramble was a famous Chinese Opera singer. At the 

Art Centre, there was a small cinema. It broadcasted 

a film about Mrs. Ramble’s life. Then, the students 

saw different statues of Mrs. Ramble. Next, they went 

to Guang Dong Provincial Museum. It was very 

spectacular there. The museum showed many 

exhibits about the history of the area. There were 

three floors at the museum. Miss Yam, one of the 

teachers on the trip, said, “I liked going to Guang 

Dong Provincial Museum most because the exhibits 

were very interesting. It was a real eye opener for 

me.” 

 On the second day, they went to three places. 

First, they went to Shiwan Doll Street. This street had 

many local toys that were made of earthenware. 

There were also two waterfalls. One was composed 
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   P.5 Guangzhou Trip 

of thousands of abandoned toilets! The students 

thought that was very special. Pauline Chan from 5B 

said, “I liked Shiwan Doll Street very much because 

there were lots of dolls. I want to go there again.” 

Then, they went to the Foshan Ancestral Temple. It 

had stone lions, ceramic tiles and a stage for 

Chinese Opera. It was very beautiful. Finally, they 

went to Foshan Folle Art Society. There were many 

things to buy, but the things were very expensive, so 

the students didn’t buy anything. 

 They felt very happy and learned a lot of 

information about Guangzhou. They all want to go 

there again. 

By Ryan Ka (6B) and Kelvin Hui (6E) 

n 18th December, 2014, the drama group from 

Lee Kam Primary School performed a drama 

in the hall. The performance was to entertain 

the students and to teach them a lesson about 

Christmas. 

 The drama was called The Most Important Gift 

in Finland. The script was written by the students in 

the drama group. It was about a group of pirates who 

wanted to steal 

Santa Claus’s 

presents. The 

captain of the 

pirates wanted to    

marry the king’s 

daughter. The 

king didn’t want 

the captain to marry his daughter, so he used a 

magic stone to turn the captain into a tree. Then, the 

O 

king realised that the captain was not bad, and he 

turned him back into a human. So, he let him marry 

his daughter in the end. This story tells us that 

friendship, not gifts, is the most important thing at 

Christmas  

 There were more than twenty students in the 

drama group. They needed to practise on Tuesdays, 

and they had extra practices on Saturdays before the 

performance. Miss Karen, the school’s NET, looked 

after them and organised them. She chose students 

who were good at English to be in the performance. 

Celia Tsang from 6C said, “The best thing about 

being in the drama group is learning about team 

work. I enjoy being in the group. My favourite part of 

the performance was at the end when the captain 

and the princess got married because I like stories 

with a happy ending!” 

 The next performance by the drama group will 

be The Wizard of Oz. We hope to see it soon! 

Students stand in front of Foshan Temple 

Student actors as pirates 
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The Teachers’ Corner brings you interviews and         

articles on your favourite Lee Kam teachers. Who 

would you like to hear about next? Write to         

leekamnews@gmail.com to share your ideas! 

 Teachers’ Corner  

By Celia Tsang (6C) and Vienne Chiu (6A) 

  

iss Karen is a teacher who teaches English to 

all P.4-P.6 classes in Lee Kam Primary School. 

She teaches them how to improve their 

English. She has taught at LKPS for four years. 

 Miss Karen is a hard-

working and nice teacher. 

She uses a very thick 

book to learn more 

English and then teaches 

the students. Haylie Lam 

from 6E said, “I like Miss 

Karen very much because 

she is kind. When we don’t 

know how to use a word or 

what the meaning of a 

word is, she will teach us 

patiently.” Miss Karen will 

also cheer up students if 

they are upset. She 

teaches the P.6 students 

interview skills too. 

 She was born in Canada and loves music very 

much. She teaches the students how to sing, dance 

and play ukulele. She is the main teacher for the 

English DJs and also the drama group. Her best friend 

at LKPS is Miss Ng. They always talk together and Miss 

Karen borrows books from Miss Ng. 

 All of the students in Lee Kam Primary School 

love Miss Karen very much. She is a good and nice 

teacher, and they hope she will continue to teach the 

students well. 

 

  

Miss Karen 

M 
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   Tree Trip 
By Smiling Po (6B) and Ceci Chan (6C) 

  

rom 19th December to 20th December, P.6 

students had a wonderful trip to Dongguan. 

Their class teachers and other teachers went 

with them. They went by bus, and the trip took about 

three hours. The school wanted them to go on this 

trip to learn more about the economy and 

development of Dongguan. After the trip, the 

students needed to present information about what 

they learned to P.5 students. 

 They went to Dongshen Water Supply Project 

on the first day. They watched a video about this 

water supply project. They learned that the clean 

water supplies Shenzhen and Hong Kong. Then, they 

had lunch in Dongguan Lung Cheung Technology 

Co. Ltd., and they visited the company. They saw the 

smallest robot in the world which was made in their 

factory, and they also played with robots inside. They 

had a lot of fun in Lung Cheung. That night, the 

students stayed in hotels. Suki Lam from 6C said, “I 

had a lot of fun with my friends on this trip. We 

learned many things and had fun staying in the 

hotel!” 

 The next morning, they went to the library in 

Dongguan. It was huge, and the students walked 

around the library and looked at the books such as 

comics, storybooks and science books. Then, they 

went to Dongguan Exhibition Hall. They learned 

more about the economy in the past and now in 

Dongguan. Some of them took some photos for the 

report after the trip. Terence Tong from 6B said, “I 

thought the trip was good because I learned more 

about the relationship between Hong Kong and 

China.” 

 Many people thought the best part of the trip 

was visiting Dongguan Science and Technology 

Museum. There were a lot of amazing robots and 

exhibits. Some of the robots cooked eggs, and some 

changed light bulbs. They saw a robot playing music 

for them! Each robot played one musical instrument. 

They played a song called “Jasmine”. The students 

also played small machine games in the museum, 

and there was even a 3D printer!  

 After this visit, they went back to Hong Kong. 

They thought the trip was interesting because they 

could learn a lot from it. 

F 

Miss Karen dresses up 

 P.6 Dongguan Trip 
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The Good People & Good Deeds  
OF Lee Kam 

By William Lee (5B), Thomas Yip (4B) and  

Kubi Cheung (4A) 

  

o you know about the I.T. helpers? What is their 

job? Let us tell you about them. At Lee Kam 

Primary School, there are two types of I.T. 

helpers. There are the I.T. Students and the I.T. Kids. 

All of these helpers work to make surfing the internet 

faster and easier. 

 Each class from P.1-P.6 has two I.T. Students. The 

students are chosen to be I.T. Students by their class 

teacher. Their job is to turn the computer on and off, 

work the projector and arrange the screen for the 

teacher. I.T. Students are important people at LKPS 

because they help each class to run faster. If we didn’t 

have them, the teachers would be very busy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 What about the I.T. Kids? Is their job the same as 

the I.T. Students? No. They are different. They help in 

the computer room at recess time. Their job is to help 

students find websites, check that students are not on 

Facebook or YouTube, and monitor the computer 

room. Each I.T. Kid monitors the computer room once 

a week and six students do the job at once. The I.T. 

Kids are chosen by the teachers. Marco Lai from 4B 

said, “I like to be an I.T. Kid because I like to help 

others and I am good at using computers. I enjoy the 

time when I do my job.”  

 Have you been an I.T. Student or an I.T. Kid 

before? Was it fun? If you want to be an I.T. Kid, you 

can ask Miss Chuang. 

I.T. Helpers 

D 
very month, the English DJs perform for the 

students at Lee Kam Primary School. Their 

performances are special because they help 

the students at LKPS to learn more English. 

 The DJs are chosen by Miss Karen, the English 

activities teacher. She chooses students who are good 

at English to become DJs. They learn how to sing in 

English and how to dance. Miss Karen teaches them, 

and they practise a couple of times per week. They 

usually perform in the hall, and the whole school 

watches them. 

 Every month, Miss Karen will choose a new song 

for them to perform. They have performed many 

songs such as Let it Go, Roar and Frosty the Snowman. 

The performers are so amazing. Each song is unique 

and special. Their actions are very interesting. Helen 

Chin from 4B said, “I enjoy being a DJ because I learn 

how to sing in English. Being in this activity is very 

fun.” 

 The DJs work very hard, and they teach the 

students to dance and sing too. Every month, one class 

will dance and sing with the DJs. The songs are chosen 

by Miss Karen and Miss So.  

 Thank you to the English DJs for entertaining us 

and helping us with our English! 

E 

The English DJs 

By Joy Chung (5C) and Amanda Chong (5C) 


